**VIDEO MENU**

As an environmental leader, lillebaby provides instructional videos online. Please go to www.lillebaby.com for videos and other instructions:

- Infant Cradle Insert
- Front Face In
- Front Face Forward
- Hip Carrier
- Back Carrier
- From Back to Front (Offload from Back)

**ACCESSORIES**

(Sold Separately)

**Infant Cradle Insert**
Newborn to 4-5 months. Allows baby to be carried in a cradle/sling hold. Great for assisting baby with sleep. First JPMA certified carrier.

**Cell Phone Pocket**
Attaches around waist belt or shoulder pads. Fits cell phones, PDAs and compact cameras. Mesh pocket for pacifier or keys. Ideal for storing electronic devices away from baby.

**Storage Bag**
The lillebaby EveryWear is lightweight and fits easily into a diaper bag or in the carrier storage bag.

**CUSTOMER SERVICE**

If you have any questions or comments regarding your lillebaby EveryWear, please contact us directly instead of the retailer where the product was purchased. We can normally assist you much sooner. We pride ourselves on outstanding customer service and we are happy to help:

lillebaby®
CustomerService@lillebaby.com
Phone: (720) 295-4724
Multiple patents and patents pending apply.

Please visit our web site for more instructions and videos: www.lillebaby.com
WARNING - FALL HAZARD

CAREFULLY READ AND FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE ASSEMBLING AND USING THE CARRIER. KEEP INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE USE.

ONLY USE THIS CARRIER FOR CHILDREN BETWEEN 7 LBS (3.2 KG) AND 42 LBS (19KG). THE SAFETY HARNESS MUST BE SECURELY INSTALLED FOR BABIES LESS THAN 15 LBS (7 KG).

CHILD MUST FACE TOWARD YOU UNTIL HE OR SHE CAN HOLD HEAD UPRIGHT. CHILD MUST FACE TOWARD YOU WHEN CARRIED ON YOUR BACK. SMALL CHILDREN CAN FALL THROUGH A LEG OPENING. ADJUST LEG OPENINGS TO FIT BABY'S LEGS SNUGLY. ENSURE CHILD IS PROPERLY POSITIONED WITH THE LEGS STRADDLING THE SEAT, YOUR WAIST AND/OR SAFETY HARNESS.

CHECK TO ENSURE ALL BUCKLES, STRAPS, SNAPS AND ADJUSTMENTS ARE WORKING AND SECURE BEFORE EACH USE. NEVER UNBuckle WAIST OR SHOULDER STRAPS WHILE CHILD IS IN THE CARRIER. CARRIER SHOULD BE USED BY AN ADULT CARRYING A CHILD ONLY. CARRIER SHOULD NOT BE USED BY PERSONS WITH CONDITIONS THAT MIGHT INTERFERE WITH THE SAFE USE OF THE PRODUCT. TAKE CARE WHEN BENDING OR LEANING FORWARD, BACKWARD OR SIDeways. YOUR BALANCE MAY BE ADVERSELY AFFECTED BY YOUR MOVEMENT AND THE MOVEMENT OF YOUR CHILD. THIS CARRIER IS NOT SUITABLE FOR USE DURING SPORTING ACTIVITIES. DO NOT USE THE CARRIER WHEN JOGGING, BIKING, DRIVING OR PERFORMING ANY STRENuous ACTIVITY. CONSULT A DOCTOR BEFORE CARRYING HEAVY WEIGHT. SEEK ASSISTANCE FROM ANOTHER ADULT IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO SAFELY PLACE CHILD IN THE CARRIER YOURSELF.

ALWAYS KEEP HANDS AVAILABLE TO PROTECT YOUR CHILD FROM FALL OR POTENTIAL DANGER. HOLD YOUR CHILD SECURELY AT ALL TIMES UNTIL CARRIER IS SNUG AND CORRECTLY ATTACHED. ENSURE SUFFICIENT ROOM AROUND CHILD'S FACE TO PROVIDE A CLEAR SOURCE OF AIR. INSPECT THE CARRIER FOR ANY SIGNS OF WEAR AND TEAR BEFORE EACH USE.

INFANT CRADLE INSERT AND ACCESSORIES

USE INFANT CRADLE INSERT ONLY TOGETHER WITH THE LILLEBABY EVERYWEAR CARRIER. ALWAYS ENSURE BABY IS SECURELY FASTENED IN INFANT CRADLE HARNESS AND INFANT CRADLE IS SAFELY ATTACHED TO THE CARRIER. ONLY USE ACCESSORIES THAT ARE DESIGNED FOR YOUR LILLEBABY CARRIER. OLDER ACCESSORY MODELS MAY NOT FIT NEWER CARRIER MODELS. ALWAYS ENSURE ACCESSORY BUCKLES FIT THE CARRIER BUCKLES (IF APPLICABLE).

Washing Instructions: Spot clean, machine wash separately on gentle cycle if necessary. No bleach, fabric softener or iron. Hang dry.

lilleybaby Customer Service: CustomerService@lilleybaby.com or Phone: (720) 295-4724

TIPS

- Baby should always sit snug against your body.
- Remain seated when placing baby into or unloading carrier. It is safer and easier.
- The first few times using the carrier, limit the use to 10 – 15 minutes at a time. Have someone assist until you are comfortable placing baby in carrier. Get comfortable with one carry position before you try another.
- Babies often change their preference and may like positions they previously did not like.
- Baby should be positioned centered and fully down in the carrier. To adjust, pull on the sides of the carrier seat or hold on the top of the shoulder strap as you gently bounce up and down to encourage baby’s weight to slide toward the carrier seat.
- Use a wide, firm motion when you place shoulder strap over your shoulder. This assists in placing the carrier high on baby’s back/front and prevents it from getting caught on baby’s clothing.
- Tuck away excess shoulder strapping into the winged side pockets.
- To nurse, sit comfortably and loosen shoulder straps to help slide baby lower into the carrier. Use the Sleeping Hood for privacy. Be sure to tighten all straps again before standing up.
- Large pocket fits diapers and the lilleybaby wipes case (available with lilleybaby diaper bags).

See our web site for more videos and user tips: www.lilleybaby.com

CHEST STRAP TIPS

- Adjust chest strap position by sliding it up or down on the shoulder pads. Assist the sliding by squeezing the pad a little as the strap sits tightly around the pads.
- Adjust the chest strap before putting the carrier on:
  - Back carrier: Chest strap should be at armpit level.
  - Front carrier: Chest strap should be located across the upper part of your shoulder blades, high enough to be accessible by reaching behind your neck.
- If reaching the chest strap behind your neck is difficult, try buckling the chest strap before putting the carrier on and “duck” into the shoulder straps by raising the chest strap over your head after your baby is securely in the carrier.
INFANT CRADLE CARRY

The Infant Cradle insert is sold separately and may be used up to 4-5 months. Use Wide Seat setting. We strongly recommend sitting when placing baby into Infant Cradle and carrier.

Securely engage the waist belt around your hip or waist. Let the carrier hang down.

1. On a safe surface, place your baby in the Infant Cradle on the mesh side. Connect Infant Cradle harness around baby; one harness strap between the legs connected with one harness strap wrapped around baby’s waist.

2. Bring your baby up in a cradle hold with your right arm. Baby’s bottom should be centered in carrier close to the waist belt.

3. With your left arm place the left shoulder strap over your shoulder. Make sure your baby’s feet are under the straps.

4. Reach on the outside of the carrier and switch to supporting your baby with your left arm. Place the right shoulder strap over your shoulder. Baby’s head should be positioned to the inside of the right shoulder strap.

5. Make sure the shoulder straps are securely balanced on your shoulders. Reach for the cradle strap (located on the back of the Infant Cradle) and buckle it around the shoulder strap.

Hint: Gently squeeze your arms on both sides of the baby for support when you connect the buckles.

6. Reach behind your neck and engage the chest buckle.

Final Adjustments: Reach inside carrier and move baby’s bottom toward the center of the carrier. Tighten one shoulder strap at a time while supporting your baby with the other hand. Your baby should sit snug and close to you.

CARRY POSITIONS BY AGE

The lillébaby EveryWear can be customized to your baby’s weight and developmental stage. Focus on your child’s age and try one function at a time.

---

**Age 0-4 Months**

At 0-4 months, babies have weak and undeveloped neck muscles. Use carrying positions that support your baby’s neck and head.

- Front Face In
- Cradle Hold (Infant Cradle Insert sold separately)

---

**Age 4-6 Months**

As baby’s neck muscles strengthen, you will have more carrying options. Experts recommend waiting until baby is 5-6 months old before carrying baby facing forward. However, others feel that you can start as early as 4 months. Ask your pediatrician if your baby is ready to be carried facing forward. For the front face in and the hip positions, choose the seat setting depending on your baby’s size. The Wide Seat setting is recommended as soon as your baby is comfortable sitting with the feet wrapped around your waist.

- Front Face In
- Front Face Forward
- Hip

---

**Age 6 Months and Up (to 42 lb)**

At 6 months, most babies may be carried facing forward. Your baby is also more alert and wants to look around. For all inward facing positions, the Wide Seat setting is recommended if your baby is comfortable wrapping the feet around your waist.

- Front Face In
- Front Face Forward
- Hip
- Back

The timing for discontinuing front carrier positions depends on baby’s weight and your physical strength and comfort. Hip carrier and back carrier positions allow you to carry heavier weight.

---

**Tools (included with the lillébaby EveryWear)**

Removable features provide additional functionality, comfort and safety.

- Safety Harness (required for babies less than 15 lbs (7 kg))
- Neck Support
- Sleeping Hood
SAFETY HARNESS

The Safety Harness is required for babies under 15 lbs (7 kg) and may also be used for babies of all ages for added safety.

Install Safety Harness:

Run safety harness strap through the two vertical straps/slots on the inside of carrier.

Tip: to simplify locating harness strap later, buckle it around the front of the carrier prior to placing baby in.

Fasten Safety Harness Around Your Baby:

Once baby is safely inside carrier and all straps are securely fastened; reach inside carrier and fasten harness around baby’s waist. You should hear a distinct “click” sound when the buckles are safely engaged. Tighten harness sits snugly.

NECK SUPPORT

The Neck Support accessory should be used for infants, but may also be used for older babies for added neck support. You may use the Neck Support alone or together with the Sleeping Hood.

Attach Neck Support to the snaps on the front flap of the carrier.

Snap Neck Support “wings” around shoulder straps; run the padded part under the shoulder strap and webbing strap on top.

Once baby is inside, use adjustment straps to size the Neck Support to best fit your baby.

HIP CARRY

You may use the hip carry position when baby can strongly support her head and comfortably sit with her legs wrapped around your waist. The Wide Seat setting is recommended.

Method 1

1. Securely engage the waist belt around your hip or waist. Place carrier squarely on your hip. Slip shoulder strap over your head and place it on the shoulder opposite the seat. Your arm should lie outside the front pocket. Loosen the strap so that the carrier hangs low.

2. Bring baby up with her legs straddling your waist, facing you. Support baby with one arm and assist feet into place with your other hand. Lower baby into the carrier.

3. Make sure baby is centered in the carrier. Lift baby slightly as you tighten shoulder strap. Next, pull on the back of the carrier while lightly bouncing to help your baby slide further down into the carrier. Tuck away excess strapping into the winged side pocket.

Method 2

1. Securely engage the waist belt around your hip or waist. Place carrier squarely on your hip. Let carrier hang down. Bring baby up with her legs straddling your hip, facing you.

2. Hold baby with one arm on your hip. With your free hand, reach for the shoulder strap, slip it over your head and place it on the shoulder opposite the seat.

3. Make sure baby is centered in the carrier. Lift baby slightly as you tighten shoulder strap. Next, pull on the back of the carrier while lightly bouncing to help your baby slide further down into the carrier. Tuck away excess strapping into the winged side pocket.
**CONVERT TO HIP CARRIER**

The lillebaby EveryWear patented design allows you to convert between a front/back carrier to a true one-strap hip carrier.

1. Unbuckle the shoulder straps. Tuck the side shoulder straps/buckles away into the winged side pockets.

2. Because only one shoulder pad will be needed, you may either slide the second pad down on the strap (easiest) or remove it.

   To remove the pad, slide the shoulder strap buckle through each horizontal strap on the shoulder pad one by one until the strap is released from the pad.

   Note: To carry your baby on your left hip, remove the right shoulder pad.

3. Buckle the two top shoulder straps to each other. Fully extend the left strap and position the shoulder pad to curve over your shoulder.

   **Hint:** Tall individuals may want to slide the shoulder strap buckle through the first horizontal strap on the shoulder pad to bypass this strap and allow the pad to be positioned further to the front.

   Pre-fit the hip carrier straps before placing baby in carrier.

**CONVERT SEAT: WIDE vs. NARROW**

The lillebaby EveryWear patented seat design allows for ergonomic carrying at every age as well as enabling every carrying position in one carrier.

Set the seat width according to the carry position you will use:
- **Hip, Back and Infant Cradle positions:** Always use **Wide Seat** setting.
- **Front Face Forward:** Always use **Narrow Seat** setting.
- **Front Face In:** Use **Narrow or Wide Seat** settings depending on baby’s size: The Narrow Seat setting is required in order to carry an infant. When your baby is comfortable sitting with her feet around your waist (around 4-5 months), the Wide Seat setting is recommended.

**From Wide to Narrow Seat:**

- Unsnap seat adjustment flaps. Release flaps from the waist belt by pulling the belt through the flaps.
- Fold the two flaps to the lining side of the carrier.
- Snap the adjustment flaps together.

**WAIST BELT**

Always engage the waist buckle on your front so you can see what you are doing, then rotate to the position you want to use.

1. Position waist belt around your waist or hips, with buckles in front. Feed male buckle through the elastic safety band (located at the edge of the padded waist belt). Let the elastic band rest at the lip of the buckle.

2. Engage the buckle. You should hear a distinctive “click” when the buckle is safely engaged. Always double check to ensure the buckle is safely engaged.

3. Rotate the carrier to the position you want to use. Tighten the waist belt straps to a snugly fit. Tuck excess straps away by running it through the elastic band on the webbing belt.
FRONT CARRY – Face In

**Infants:** Use Narrow Seat setting. Attach Neck Support and Safety Harness. **Babies 4-5 months and older:** Use Wide Seat setting as soon as baby is ready to comfortably sit with her feet wrapped around your waist.

Securely engage the waist belt around your hip or waist. Let carrier hang in front of you;

1. Bring your baby close against your chest, facing you. Bring carrier up over baby’s back.
   - **Infant:** baby’s legs should straddle the narrow seat.
   - **Babies 4-5 months+:** baby’s legs should wrap around your waist with baby’s bottom centered in the wide seat.

2. Support your baby with your right hand. With your left hand, reach for the left shoulder strap and slide it over your left shoulder.
   - **Hint:** Use a wide, firm motion “stretching the carrier” as you reach for the strap and place it over your shoulder.

3. Switch to holding baby with your left hand. With your right hand, reach for the right shoulder strap and place it over your shoulder.

4. Reach behind your neck and engage the chest buckle. Finally, tighten the shoulder straps to ensure a snug fit.

**Additional Steps Required for Infants**

5. Reach inside carrier and fasten harness around baby’s waist. You should hear a distinct “click” sound when the buckles are safely engaged. Tighten until harness sits snugly.


SLEEPING HOOD

The Sleeping Hood supports comfortably baby’s head and protects baby from UV rays and weather.

To attach Sleeping Hood, first snap the hood to the carrier.

Next, thread webbing straps through the buckles above the front pocket. Pre-adjust the length of the straps.

1. Locate the Hood strap hanging down on the side of the carrier.

2. Extend the strap straight up above your head.

3. Now, use this strap as a guide; with your left hand, follow down the strap and along the hood to locate the left Hood strap.

4. Hold both straps and gently stretch up above your head. To position baby’s head to the center of your back, lean forward and tilt slightly to one side.

5. Snap Hood strap to the male snap on the shoulder pads OR run the Hood strap through any of the straps on the shoulder pads and snap it back to itself.

**Storage:** The Hood may be stored in the front zippered pocket. Or, leave the Hood hanging over the carrier ready for use and tuck Hood straps into winged side pockets.
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MOVING BABY FROM BACK TO FRONT
This method is useful when you want to unload your baby from the back position, or you want to change from the back carrying position to the front carrying position.

Hint: To get a head start, lengthen the right shoulder strap to allow for the rotation. Gently bounce to move your baby as far as possible toward your left side. Assist by lifting your baby off the seat.

1. Unbuckle the chest strap. Reach back to support your baby with your left hand.
2. Slide the right shoulder strap off your shoulder.
3. Reach with your right hand to your left side, grab onto the belt and pull as you gently bounce to assist in rotating your baby around your hip.
4. Once baby is on your hip, securely hold your baby with your right hand and slide the left shoulder off your shoulder.
5. Hold your baby with both arms and move her until she is centered in the front.

You can now easily unload her from the carrier or proceed to use the front inward facing position.

FRONT CARRY – Face Forward
You may use the forward facing position when your baby can strongly support her head. Always use the Narrow Seat setting. Fold front flap down and secure it by attaching the strap around the loop located beneath the pocket.

Securely engage the waist belt around your hip or waist. Let carrier hang in front of you;
1. Bring your baby close against your chest, facing forward. Baby’s legs should straddle the carrier seat.
2. Support your baby with your right hand. With your left hand, reach for the left shoulder strap and slide it over your left shoulder. 
   Hint: Use a wide, firm motion, “stretching the carrier” as you reach for the strap and place it over your shoulder.
3. Switch to holding baby with your left hand. Reach for the right shoulder strap and place it over your shoulder.
4. Reach behind your neck and engage the chest buckle. Finally, tighten the shoulder straps to ensure a snug fit.

Baby’s arms may lay above the folded front flap or rest through the sides of the carrier, whichever is more comfortable for your baby.

Hint: If baby sits low in the carrier, try placing the waist belt higher on your waist. Also try setting the Safety Harness strap to a higher position. You may also use the Infant Cradle in the upright position to “prop” the baby up in the carrier.
**BACK CARRY POSITION**

You may use the back carry position when your baby is ready to sit with her legs wrapped around your waist and can strongly support her head. Use **Wide Seat** setting. Attach Hood (optional).

---

**Method 1**

Securely engage the waist belt around your hip or waist;

1. Rotate carrier to your back. Bring the left shoulder strap over your shoulder and let the right strap hang.

2. Hold baby with your right arm supported by your hip. Bring your left hand to your back and inside the carrier near the waist belt. Take a hold of baby’s foot.

3. Bend forward and begin to shift baby’s weight to your back as you slide your baby across your back and into the carrier.

4. Once baby’s leg is reaching through the carrier on your left side, move your left hand to your back and fold the carrier over your baby. Support baby with your left hand across baby’s back. Now, slide your right hand through the right shoulder strap.

5. Make sure your baby is securely in the carrier before you stand upright. Fasten chest strap at armpit level. Finally, tighten the shoulder straps to ensure a snug fit.

---

**Final Adjustments and/or Repositioning**

5. Pull on each side of the carrier seat to adjust baby’s position.

To center baby in the carrier, place hands under baby’s bottom and gently bounce as you move baby’s weight towards the center.

6. Hold on to the top of the shoulder strap (or on top of carrier) as you gently bounce to encourage baby’s weight to fall further down in the carrier.

---

**Method 2**

Securely engage the waist belt around your hip or waist;

1. Hold baby with your right arm supported by your hip. With your left hand bring the carrier up over baby’s back. Collect both shoulder straps and hold them together in your left hand.

2. Hold the straps high and place your right hand in between the straps (in front of the left shoulder strap) and into the right shoulder strap, and grab on to the top of the right strap.

3. Holding one strap in each hand, arch your left hand over your head so that you hold the left strap behind your head.

4. Bend slightly forward and begin to shift baby’s weight to the back by gently bouncing and pulling on the left strap.

5. Once your baby is centered on your back and right shoulder strap is secure on your right shoulder, assist with your right hand to slide the left shoulder strap over your left shoulder.

6. Make sure your baby is securely in the carrier before you stand upright. Fasten chest strap at armpit level. Finally, tighten the shoulder straps to ensure a snug fit.

For final adjustments and/or repositioning see opposite page (8).